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Abstract: Differential fault attack (DFA) is a distinctive methodology for acquiring the key to block
ciphers, which comprises two distinct strategies: DFA on the state and DFA on the key schedule.
Given the widespread adoption of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), it has emerged as a
prominent target for DFA. This paper presents an efficient DFA on the AES, utilizing a two−byte fault
model that induces faults at the state with discontiguous rows. The experiment demonstrates that,
based on the proposed fault model, the key for AES–128, AES–192, and AES–256 can be successfully
recovered by exploiting two, two, and four faults, respectively, without the need for exhaustive
research. Notably, in the case of AES–256, when considering exhaustive research, two (or three) faults
are needed with 232 (or 216) exhaustive searches. In comparison to the currently available DFA on the
AES state, the proposed attack method shows a higher efficiency due to the reduced induced faults.

Keywords: differential fault attack; advanced encryption standard; two−byte fault model; information
security

1. Introduction

In 2001, The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) adopted the
advanced encryption standard, also known as AES, as a symmetric block cryptographic
standard in 2001 [1]. The widespread adoption of AES is largely due to its reputation
for being secure and tamper–resistant. As a result, it has been used as a cryptographic
protocol for subscriber identity module (SIM) cards, wireless fidelity (WIFI) routing, and the
encrypted delivery of sensitive data [2–4]. In wireless communication, data transmission
is fault–tolerant, so an energy–efficient and cooperative fault–tolerant communication
approach was proposed to improve fault–tolerance [5]. On the contrary, data encryption
is essential to ensure data reliability. A vehicular network with an AES encoder circuit
was designed to keep the vehicular data from attacking when the vehicle is running [6].
Researchers implemented AES using different tools, Ramya et al. proposed an efficient AES
using VLSI [7]. In wireless sensor networks (WSN), Luminiţa et al. designed an improved
C Language implementation of AES [8]. However, as technology has developed, numerous
academics have examined AES’s security. Potential dangers are present in real–world
encryption systems and are vulnerable to side–channel and fault attacks.

One FA technique proposed to crack block ciphers like AES [9–27], KLEIN [28,29],
SIMON [30,31], and SIMECK [32,33] is differential fault attack (DFA). It operates by taking
advantage of differences in information between correct and fault ciphertexts, which poses
a serious threat to the encryption executive equipment. However, the hardware devices
need to be obtained and have the ability to induce a fault. Thus, it is assumed that these two
prerequisites are fulfilled when DFA is implemented. The DFA was successfully used to
crack DES after being first introduced by Biham and Shamir [9]. The key schedule [10–16]
and the state [17–26] are two categories into which DFA on AES can be applied, depending
on where the fault is introduced. In addition, a hybrid DFA model that considers faults
caused at both the key schedule and state exists [27].
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DFA is often classified into single-byte fault model and multi–byte fault model cate-
gories when reviewing fault models. In this article, discontiguous rows are referred to as
Dcor, while PCFCs express pairs of correct and faulty ciphertexts. Previous DFA research in
this area has been divided into several distinct aspects, including minimizing fault caused,
utilizing various fault models, generating faults at early rounds, and extending AES–192
and AES–256. In 2011, Tunstall et al. [23] described an analysis based on a single–byte
fault induced at the state to crack AES–192 and AES–256, which require 16 and 16 PCFCs,
respectively. In 2012, Kim et al. [14] introduced a single–byte fault model, which could
deduce the AES–129 key with 16 PCFCs. Meanwhile, AES–128 key retrieval was shown
by Chong et al. [21] using one PCFC and thorough searches of 28 candidates. In 2012,
Kim et al. [10] proposed a single–byte fault model to crack AES–128, AES–192, and AES–
256 with two, four, and four PCFCs without exhaustive search, respectively, to decrease the
number of PCFCs and the exhaustive search of key candidates. AES–192 was successfully
broken in 2020 by Han et al. [18], who hypothesized a single–byte flaw in the key schedule.

Moreover, multi–byte fault models have been applied. Two hypotheses were put up
by the authors in 2006 [17]: one is that all four bytes in a column are faulty, while the other
is that at most three bytes of a column are faulty. While the second type only requires six
PCFCs, the first model requires roughly 1500 PCFCs. Four fault models, M0, M1, M2, and
M3, were provided by the authors in 2009 (see Section 3.2), and M0, M1, and M2 are utilized
to recover the AES–128 key with one, two, and four PCFCs, respectively [21]. In 2012,
Kim [22] showed AES can be cracked with the same multi–byte fault proposed by Kim
(M1 and M2), and successfully recovered AES–128, AES–192, and AES–256 keys. In 2017,
Liao et al. [26] carried out a fault model with unknown and random multi–byte fault to crack
AES–128, using on average only 2.17 PCFCs to recover the last round–key. In 2019, Zhang
et al. [13] presented a fault model by exploiting a two–byte fault model with discontiguous
rows to crack AES–128, which requires two PCFCs without exhaustive search.

Zhang et al. first proposed the two–byte fault with Dcor, which fault was induced at
the key schedule. We were inspired by the two–byte fault with Dcor at the key schedule;
in this article, a two–byte fault model with Dcor at the state is proposed to crack AES
and successfully crack AES–128, AES–192, and AES–256. The method has the following
advantages compared to previous works:

• A Dcor fault model that has been developed calls for fewer PCFCs than the existing
model. Using the M1 model, for instance, [22] shows that although breaking AES–
192 requires two PCFCs and 28 exhaustive searches, cracking AES–256 requires three
PCFCs and 232 exhaustive searches. The proposed Dcor fault model, on the other hand,
requires fewer PCFCs and thorough searches to recover AES–192. More specifically,
recovering AES–192 only requires two PCFCs. The quantity of PCFCs and thorough
searches needed for AES–256 relies on the use of different PCFCs. AES–256 can be
cracked with 232 (or 216) exhaustive searches and two (or three) PCFCs, respectively.

• The fault model with faults induced at Dcor of the state. The multi–byte fault is
condensed into the Dcor fault, which is present in the first column of the state, as
opposed to the earlier one [21,22]. The faults are dispersed throughout each state’s
column in M0, M1, M2, and M3, which are more intricate. AES–128 is cracked in [13],
and the authors presented a two–byte model with Dcor in the key schedule. However,
the Dcor model proposed in this article deals with all variants of AES.

• The location of the fault induced is invariant. The location of the fault injection
remains the same throughout the study, the conditions of fault induction (e.g., voltage,
frequency) don’t need to be altered.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: In Section 2, AES is introduced. In
Section 3, the Dcor fault model is proposed and attacks AES. Experimental results and
discussion in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
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2. Description of AES

AES is divided into three forms, encrypting 128-bit plaintext with 128–, 192–, and
256–bit keys, and the result of each intermediate round is called state. The ith round state,
round key, and ciphertext of AES can be divided into a 4*4 matrix, and each grid represents
8 bytes, denoted as Si, Ki, and C as shown in Figure 1. The ith round–key can also be
denoted as {w(4i), w(4i + 1), w(4i + 2), w(4i + 3)}.
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key; (c) the ciphertext.

The number of rounds is dependent on the key length: for keys of 128 bits, 192 bits,
and 256 bits, the equivalent encryption rounds are 10, 12, and 14, respectively. Except
for the first round, which adds an extra round–key, and the last round, which omits the
MixColumn, each round is made up of identical stages. The amount of AES encryption
rounds and key schedule rounds is displayed in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of the three types of AES encryption.

Type Encryption Rounds (R) Key Schedule Rounds

AES–128 10 10
AES–192 12 8
AES–256 14 7

2.1. Notations

The notations used in this article are listed below, and two notes are defined when
they are mentioned.

R: the number of rounds of AES encryption.
C: the correct ciphertext.
C∗ij : the jth byte corresponding to the ith fault ciphertext.

Si: the state of the ith round in the round transformation.
Si

j: the jth byte of the ith round state.

Ki: the round–key of the ith round in the key schedule.
Ki

j: the jth byte of the ith round–key in the key schedule.
SB: SubByte.
SB−1: InvSubByte.
SR: ShiftRow.
SR−1: InvShiftRow.
MC: MixColumn.
MC−1: InvMixColumn.
ARK: AddRoundKey.

2.2. Encryption Process

The round operations and key scheduling make up the AES encryption process. The
following three stages of operation are performed on the round operations:
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(a) SubByte (SB) Layer.
(b) Diffusion Layer: it consists of two sublayers of ShiftRow (SR) and MixColumn (MC).
(c) AddRoundKey (ARK) Layer.

The last round of AES–128, AES–192, and AES–256 encryption does not contain MC.
The encryption process of AES is represented in Figure 2. The 128 bits of input data are
calculated through the R round to get the 128 bits of output data, and each round will have
a corresponding round–key involved.
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Figure 2. The encryption process of AES.

The round–key is acquired through the key schedule. The same function ‘T’, consisting
of RotWord, SubByte, and XOR with Rcon[i] will be applied to each round–key in the last
column of the key scheduling.

(a) RotWord: A cyclic rotation operation, such as a four–byte input (X1, X2, X3, X4)
through the RotWord function will produce a four-byte output (X2, X3, X4, X1).

(b) SubByte: A byte substitution operation in which each byte entered is mapped to
another byte by a nonlinear substitution S box, similar to the S–byte of transformations in
the round transform.

(c) Rcon[i]: A 32–bit round constant word set defined as Rcon[i] = (RC[i], {00}, {00},
{00}), where RC[i] is represented as the number on GF(28). The specific values are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. The value of each round of constants.

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

RC[i] 01 02 04 08 10 20 40 80 1B 36

The final two rounds of the AES–128 key schedule are depicted in Figure 3. It is
necessary to know the round–key of any round to recover the AES–128 key, usually
to recover the last round of keys K10 {w(40), w(41), w(42), w(43)} (see the green part of
Figure 3). Figure 3 only shows the process of the last two round–keys of AES–128, for all
this, it contains all information of the initial key, therefore, the initial key can be recovered
according to the key schedule.
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3. DFA on AES
3.1. Fault Model Analysis

In the previous works, the fault model is unfixed, and most of them are according
to the fault location and the number of faults induced. We analyze the fault induced at
the state, and the effect of the number of fault induction and the fault rounds are jointly
considered. If the induced faults are in bytes, the number of induced faults ranges from 1
to 16, and the fault round ranges from 1 to R.

In the beginning, the fault round is analyzed, due to the number of fault rounds
determining whether the final output can be used to obtain the key information, if the
number of induction rounds is not appropriate, the output information is not available. It
is assumed that the attacker can induce τ–byte (1 ≤ τ ≤ R) fault at round ψ (1 ≤ ψ ≤ R),
and obtain the number of differential fault equations, represented by χ. The three values (τ,
ψ, χ) are considered to measure a fault model. A one–byte fault is easy to analyze, the fault
will affect four bytes of the output (Sψ), and the value of χ is 4. After the second round, a
four–byte fault will affect 16–byte of the output (Sψ+1), up to now, all normal values are
infected, see Figure 4. In Figure 4, F is a fault induced by the attacker, {a, b, c, d, a1, b1, c1, d1,
a2, b2, c2, d2, a3, b3, c3, d3, a4, b4, c4, d4} belongs to {1, 2, 3}, and the specific value depends
on the location of the fault between SR and MC.
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Therefore, the value of χ is 16. In the encryption process of AES, the last round is
missing the MC operation, and the MC operation plays a diffusion role in the operation,
the fault diffusion is also through the MC operation. If the next round contains the MC, the
second round faults will be transformed, and the result will be not available. Thus, the next
round can be the last round of encryption, therefore, ψ = R−2 is suitable.

Next, the values of τ and χ are considered, according to the above analysis, we list
different τ and to obtain the value of χ in Table 3. Y means we can recover the key with the
fault induction that does not exceed four times, and N means not. For example, when τ = 5,
after the first round, all values will be affected and there is a column with two faults. Thus,
the output will contain five unknown fault values. To eliminate the excess unknowns, it is
necessary to induce the fault again to obtain more differential equations. As a result, the
number of fault induction times is more than four.

Table 3. The three round values of χwith different τ.

τ the First Round χ the Second Round χ the Third Round χ Is the Result Available?

1 4 16 16 Y

2 8 16 16 Y

3 12 16 16 Y

4 16 16 16 Y

5 16 16 16 N

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15 16 16 16 N

16 16 16 16 N
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Here, when 1 ≤ τ ≤ 4, for the first round, all fault values do not affect each other, that
is, the fault value does not appear in the same column after SR operation. When τ > 4, the
fault value must be affected in the first round, and there will be superfluous unknowns in
the result. As a result, the number of fault induction times will increase to offset the excess
unknowns. For the AES–128, only the last round–key is recovered, but for the AES–192
and 256, we must obtain the last two round–keys and it is enough to recover the initial
key. From Figure and Table, the second round is about the KR−1, therefore, the differential
fault equation must be obtained from the SR. When τ = 2, the second round χ = 16, then
four-byte information of K11 can be obtained for AES–192 and 16 equations are obtained.
According to the size of K, 128, 192, and 256 bits, τ = 2 is suitable. AES–128 is flawed
since one byte is enough to recover the key when the fault induction times are the same.
However, the strengths can be seen in the crack process of AES–192 and 256.

3.2. Fault Model

In the above analysis, the fault model of DFA is typed due to two parameters: the
number of faults induced and the fault location (including the difference of fault round at
the state or the key schedule).

The multi–byte fault (M0, M1, M2, and M3 in [17]) is assessed before constructing the
Dcor fault model. The term ‘diagonal’ (Di) refers to a group of four state bytes. D0, D1, D2,
and D3 can therefore be stated as follows:

D0 = {S1, S6, S11, S16},

D1 = {S2, S7, S12, S13},

D2 = {S3, S8, S9, S14},

D3 = {S4, S5, S10, S15}.

The fault models M0, M1, M2, and M3 are described in [17]. Examples of M0, M1, M2,
and M3 are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The example of fault models. (M0) The random fault is induced in one of the diago-
nals; (M1) a random non–zero fault occurs at most across two diagonals; (M2) a random non–zero
fault occurs at most across three diagonals; (M3) a random non–zero fault occurs at most across
four diagonals.

The Dcor fault model is now introduced. It is assumed that a two–byte fault is
corrupted by fault induced at the first column of the R−2 round of AES state, in which
the value is random and unknown to the attacker. However, the position of the fault is
controlled by the attacker and the fault value can be deduced by a set of equations. This
Dcor fault model can be described as inducing two–byte faults at discontiguous rows of
state SR−2. Namely, the first two–byte fault is induced at SR

1 and SR
9 . Second, it is induced

at SR
5 and SR

13.
Two–byte fault (Dcor fault, see Figure 6) model is used to break AES. There are two

phases to breaking AES. First, the fault is induced at SR−2
1 and SR−2

9 ; Then, another fault
is induced at SR−2

5 and SR−2
13 . Finally, the source of the fault will infect all 128 bytes of the

state SR. We can obtain the faulty ciphertext C1∗ and C2∗, and the propagation of the Dcor
fault is shown in Figures 7 and 8. Without loss of generality, the two–byte Dcor faults
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are corrupted as shown in Figure 7. We denote ‘1′ and ‘2′ as the random faulty value,
homoplastically, ‘3′ and ‘4′ is a couple of faults in Figure 8.
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{1, 2, 3, 4} is the fault source with unknown values and {a~j, a’~j’} indicates the diffusion
value with inequable fault source.

For example:
2a = SR−1,1

1 ⊕ SR−1,1∗
1

3b′ = SR−1,1
10 ⊕ SR−1,1∗

10 .

The fault {1, 2, 3, 4} are transformed to new values {a, b, a’, b’}. Finally, it is transformed
{c~j, c’~j’}.

In Figure 7, the fault source ‘1′ and ‘2′ is converted to a and b by SB operation, and it
affects the eight–byte fault of SR−1. In the next round, a and b will exert eight fault values
{c~j}. At the end of round R−1, all bytes of the state are affected by faulty values. We can
construct differential equations at the first column of SR,1 as follows:

2 1
1 3
1 2
3 1

( c
i

)
=


2c⊕ i
c⊕ 3i
c⊕ 2i
3c⊕ i

 .

The second, third column and the fourth column is similar. Then, these formulas
include all difference values of SR,1 after inducing faults.
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Note 1: ∆SR,i
j

R;i;j→ KR
j<<a .

A differential equation describing the important information can be obtained by
analyzing the fault propagation. The equation can be used to gather important relevant
data. The expression (1) is defined for the differential information from the previous round.
There, j << a express j cycle shifts left a. Such as: (j = 5) << 2 (5 ≤ j ≤ 8) = 7.

∆SR,i
j

R;i;j→ KR
j<<a(a = 0, 1, 2, 3)⇔ ∆SR,i

j =


SB−1(Ci

j ⊕KR
j )⊕ SB−1(Ci∗

j ⊕KR
j ); 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, a = 0

SB−1(Ci
j<<1 ⊕KR

j<<1)⊕ SB−1(Ci∗
j<<1 ⊕KR

j<<1); 5 ≤ j ≤ 8, a = 1
SB−1(Ci

j<<2 ⊕KR
j<<2)⊕ SB−1(Ci∗

j<<2 ⊕KR
j<<2); 9 ≤ j ≤ 12, a = 2

SB−1(Ci
j<<3 ⊕KR

j<<3)⊕ SB−1(Ci∗
j<<3 ⊕KR

j<<3); 13 ≤ j ≤ 16, a = 3

.
(1)

Then, by exploiting the above analysis, these equations between differential SR,1 and
KR can be obtained:

2c⊕ i = ∆SR,1
1

R;1;1→ KR
1 ; 3h⊕ f = ∆SR,1

2
R;1;2→ KR

2

c⊕ 3i = ∆SR,1
5

R;1;5→ KR
8 ; 2h⊕ f = ∆SR,1

6
R;1;6→ KR

5

c⊕ 2i = ∆SR,1
9

R;1;9→ KR
11; h⊕ 3 f = ∆SR,1

10
R;1;10→ KR

12

3c⊕ i = ∆SR,1
13

R;1;13→ KR
14; h⊕ 2 f = ∆SR,1

14
R;1;14→ KR

15

, (2)

2g⊕ e = ∆SR,1
3

R;1;3→ KR
3 ; 3d⊕ j = ∆SR,1

4
R;1;4→ KR

4

g⊕ 3e = ∆SR,1
7

R;1;7→ KR
6 ; 2d⊕ j = ∆SR,1

8
R;1;8→ KR

7

g⊕ 2e = ∆SR,1
11

R;1;11→ KR
9 ; d⊕ 3j = ∆SR,1

12
R;1;12→ KR

10

3g⊕ e = ∆SR,1
15

R;1;15→ KR
16; d⊕ 2j = ∆SR,1

16
R;1;16→ KR

13

. (3)

Consequently, the complexity to solve Equation (3) is 296 because there are twelve
unknown variables, g, e, d, j, KR

3 , KR
4 , KR

6 , KR
7 , KR

9 , KR
10, KR

13, and KR
16, which is impractical.

However, the complexity can be reduced by constructing another equation when faults ‘3′

and ‘4′ are induced.
In Figure 8, similarly, these fault values {c’~j’} will entirely diffuse to the state SR,2, and

the difference value of SR,2 (∆SR,2) can be written.
3 1
2 1
1 3
1 2

( d′

j′

)
=


3d′ ⊕ j′

2d′ ⊕ j′

d′ ⊕ 3j′

d′ ⊕ 2j′

;


2 1
1 3
1 2
3 1

( c′

i′

)
=


2c′ ⊕ i′

c′ ⊕ 3i′

c′ ⊕ 2i′

3c′ ⊕ i′

, (4)


3 1
2 1
1 3
1 2

( h′

f ′

)
=


3h′ ⊕ f ′

2h′ ⊕ f ′

h′ ⊕ 3 f ′

h′ ⊕ 2 f ′

;


2 1
1 3
1 2
3 1

( g′

e′

)
=


2g′ ⊕ e′

g′ ⊕ 3e′

g′ ⊕ 2e′

3g′ ⊕ e′

. (5)

Exploiting Equations (4) and (5), another key association with these relationships is
as follows:

3d′ ⊕ j′ = ∆SR,2
1

R;2;1→ KR
1 ; 2c′ ⊕ i′ = ∆SR,2

2
R;2;2→ KR

2

2d′ ⊕ j′ = ∆SR,2
5

R;2;5→ KR
8 ; c′ ⊕ 3i′ = ∆SR,2

6
R;2;6→ KR

5

d′ ⊕ 3j′ = ∆SR,2
9

R;2;9→ KR
11; c′ ⊕ 2i′ = ∆SR,2

10
R;2;10→ KR

12

d′ ⊕ 2j′ = ∆SR,2
13

R;2;13→ KR
14; 3c′ ⊕ i′ = ∆SR,2

14
R;2;14→ KR

15

, (6)

3h′ ⊕ f ′ = ∆SR,2
3

R;2;3→ KR
3 ; 2g′ ⊕ e′ = ∆SR,2

4
R;2;4→ KR

4

2h′ ⊕ f ′ = ∆SR,2
7

R;2;7→ KR
6 ; g′ ⊕ 3e′ = ∆SR,2

8
R;2;8→ KR

7

h′ ⊕ 3 f ′ = ∆SR,2
11

R;2;11→ KR
9 ; g′ ⊕ 2e′ = ∆SR,2

12
R;2;12→ KR

10

h′ ⊕ 2 f ′ = ∆SR,2
15

R;2;15→ KR
16; 3g′ ⊕ e′ = ∆SR,2

16
R;2;16→ KR

13

. (7)
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From (2) and (6), for the corresponding byte of KR, such as {K R
1 , KR

8 , KR
11, KR

14

}
and

{c, i, d’, j’}, there are eight equations, thus, {K R
1 , KR

8 , KR
11, KR

14

}
can be retrieved, and other

information about the key can be found.

Algorithm 1 Recovering the last round–key of AES.

Input: The PCFCs
(
C1, C1∗) and

(
C2, C2∗).

Output: KR.

Construct ∆SR,1
j

R;1;j→ KR
j�a and ∆SR,2

j
R;2;j→ KR

j�a (j = 1, 5, 9, 13) and find {K R
1 , KR

8 , KR
11, KR

14

}
.

For the other three columns of ∆SR, construct similar ∆SR,i
j and solve them.

Return KR.

For AES–128, the initial key can be found by algorithm 1, it is not enough to break
AES–192 and AES–256. Since the length of the key is inconsistent, breaking AES–192 and
256 is needed to retrieve the right values of K11 and K13, respectively.

When KR is known, and two equations can be exploited to break AES–192 and AES–
256. For AES–192:

KR−1
j = KR

j+1 ⊕KR
j+2 (j= 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 14). (8)

For AES–192 and AES–256, the pairs of correct and fault states (PCFSs) SR,i and SR,i∗

can be obtained.
Ci = SB(SR(S R,i))⊕KR

Ci∗ = SB(SR(S R,i∗))⊕KR . (9)

Note 2: ∆SR−1,i
j

R−1;i;j→ KR−1
j<<a.

For a detailed explanation, see Formula (10). If the round–key for the final round
of AES encryption has been obtained, it is possible to decrypt the penultimate round via
reverse analysis.

∆SR−1,i
j

R−1;i;j→ KR−1
j<<a(a = 0, 1, 2, 3)⇔ ∆SR−1,i

j =


MC−1[SB−1(SR,i

j ⊕KR−1
j )]⊕MC−1[SB−1(SR,i∗

j ⊕KR−1
j )], 1 ≤ j ≤ 4

MC−1[SB−1(SR,i
j<<1 ⊕KR−1

j<<1)]⊕MC−1[SB−1(SR,i∗
j<<1 ⊕KR−1

j<<1)], 5 ≤ j ≤ 8

MC−1[SB−1(SR,i
j<<2 ⊕KR−1

j<<2)]⊕MC−1[SB−1(SR,i∗
j<<2 ⊕KR−1

j<<2)], 9 ≤ j ≤ 12

MC−1[SB−1(SR,i
j<<3 ⊕KR−1

j<<3)]⊕MC−1[SB−1(SR,i∗
j<<3 ⊕KR−1

j<<3)], 13 ≤ j ≤ 16

. (10)

In the next section, we would make use of the Dcor fault model to outright break
AES–192 and AES–256.

3.3. Proposed Attack on AES–192

For AES–192, the Dcor fault model mentioned (see Section 3.2) is utilized to crack
AES–192, K12 and the right half of K11 should be recovered. Firstly, we induced the fault
at S10

1 and S10
9 . Secondly, we induced the fault at S10

5 and S10
13. Different from AES–128,

K11 should be recovered, that says, the unknown values (a, b, a’ and b’ in SR−1,i∗) could be
found to retrieve the right part of K11 {w(46), w(47), w(48), w(49), w(50), w(51)} (the green
part of Figure 9). Figure 9 only shows the process of the last two rounds’ key schedules of
AES–192, the key is 192 bits, and it contains all information of the initial key, therefore, the
initial key can be recovered according to the last two round–key.
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As well, the PCFSs (pairs of correct and fault output of the penultimate round) are
obtained for the attacker by using Equation (9). Therefore, the value of a, b, a’ and b’ in
Figures 6 and 7 is expressed as:

2a = ∆S11,1
1

11;1;1→ K11
1 ; b = ∆S11,1

3
11;1;3→ K11

3

3a = ∆S11,1
5

11;1;5→ K11
8 ; b = ∆S11,1

7
11;1;7→ K11

6

a = ∆S11,1
9

11;1;9→ K11
11; 2b = ∆S11,1

11
11;1;11→ K11

9

a = ∆S11,1
13

11;1;13→ K11
14; 3b = ∆S11,1

15
11;1;15→ K11

16

, (11)

b′ = ∆S11,2
2

11;2;2→ K11
2 ; 3a′ = ∆S11,2

4
11;2;4→ K11

4

b′ = ∆S11,2
6

11;2;6→ K11
5 ; 2a′ = ∆S11,2

8
11;2;8→ K11

7

3b′ = ∆S11,2
10

11;2;10→ K11
12; a′ = ∆S11,2

12
11;2;12→ K11

10

2b′ = ∆S11,2
14

11;2;14→ K11
15; a′ = ∆S11,2

16
11;2;16→ K11

13

. (12)

Algorithm 2 outlines the process for cracking AES–192. The values of a, b, a’, b’ can be
obtained using Equations (11) and (12). The remaining key information for K11 can then be
determined. For AES–192, all keys can be solved. In comparison to cracking AES–128, the
penultimate round is used to find the right portion of K11, and two PCFCs are required for
cracking AES–128 and AES–192.

Algorithm 2 DFA on AES–192.

Input: The PCFCs
(

CI, Ci∗
)

.

Output: K12 and the right part of K11.

1. Construct ∆S12,1
j

12;1;j→ K12
j�a and ∆S12,2

j
12;2;j→ K12

j�a (j = 1, 5, 9, 13) and find {K 12
1 , K12

8 , K12
11, K12

14

}
.

2. For the other three columns of ∆SR, construct similar ∆SR,i
j and solve them. Finally, K12

is obtained.
3. Find the left part of K11 with Equation (8).

4. Find the PCFSs
(

S11,i, S11,i∗
)

with Equation (9).

5. With equations (11) and (12), {a, b, a’, b’} can be solved, and the right part of K11 is known to
the attacker.

Return K12 and the right part of K11, namely, {w(46), w(47), w(48), w(49), w(50), w(51)}.

3.4. Proposed Attack on AES–256

The process of cracking AES–192 through the fault model is described in Section 3.2
and Section 3.3. The difference between AES–192 and AES–256 is that the key length
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is distinct. However, if the attacker wants to recover the key of AES–256, the last two
round–keys must be found. For AES–256, K14 and K13 contains all information of the initial
key, and the initial key could be recovered (the green part of Figure 10).
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The first stage is to crack the last round–key and then use the information from the
penultimate round state to find the penultimate round–key. Algorithm 1 outlines the
method of cracking the last round–key, making it easy to find K14. Figure 10 only shows
the process of the last round–key schedule of AES–256, the key is 256 bits, and it contains
all information of the initial key, therefore, the initial key can be recovered according to the
last two round–key.

The penultimate round SR,i∗ contains the unknown value a, b, a’, and b’, but the
equations can be listed as follows:

2a = ∆S13,1
1

13;1;1→ K13
1 ; b = ∆S13,1

3
13;1;3→ K13

3

3a = ∆S13,1
5

13;1;5→ K13
8 ; b = ∆S13,1

7
13;1;7→ K13

6

a = ∆S13,1
9

13;1;9→ K13
11; 2b = ∆S13,1

11
13;1;11→ K13

9

a = ∆S13,1
13

13;1;13→ K13
14; 3b = ∆S13,1

15
13;1;15→ K13

16

, (13)

b′ = ∆S13,2
2

13;2;2→ K13
2 ; 3a′ = ∆S13,2

4
13;2;4→ K13

4

b′ = ∆S13,2
6

13;2;6→ K13
5 ; 2a′ = ∆S13,2

8
13;2;8→ K13

7

3b′ = ∆S13,2
10

13;2;10→ K13
12; a′ = ∆S13,2

12
13;2;12→ K13

10

2b′ = ∆S13,2
14

13;2;14→ K13
15; a′ = ∆S13,2

16
13;2;16→ K13

13

. (14)

In comparison to AES–192, the values of a, b, a’, and b’ cannot be directly calculated
as they are variables with a value range of 0 to 255. Therefore, an exhaustive search of 232

attempts is necessary to recover the key K13 after inducing faults twice at SR−2. If faults
(‘5′ and ‘6′) are induced at S12

1 and S12
9 (as shown in Figure 11), equations related to {K 13

1 ,

K13
8 , K13

11, K13
14

}
and {K 13

3 , K13
6 , K13

9 , K13
16

}
can be obtained, thereby reducing the exhaustive

search to 216 attempts once {a, a”} and {b, b”} is solved.
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However, to crack AES–256 without exhaustive search, faults ‘7′ and ‘8′ must be
induced at S12

5 and S12
13 (as shown in Figure 12). This allows us to obtain equations related

to {K 13
2 , K13

5 , K13
12, K13

15

}
and {K 13

4 , K13
7 , K13

10, K13
13

}
. The method to crack AES–256 is shown

in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 DFA on AES–256.

Input: The PCFCs
(

Ci, Ci∗
)

i = 2, 3, and 4.

Output: K14 and K13.

1. Find the last round–key K14 according to algorithm 1.

2. Find the PCFSs
(

SR,i, SR,i∗
)

with Equation (9).

3. With equations (13) and (14), {a, b, a’, b’} cannot be solved. There are 232 exhaustive research to
crack AES–256.
4. The range of exhaustive research could be reduced from 232 to 216 by injecting faults ‘5′ and ‘6′

at S12.
5. Based on the above conditions, the attacker injects faults ‘7′ and ‘8′ at S12. The unknow values
{a, a’, a”, a′′′, b, b’, b”, b′′′} could be computed without exhaustive research.

Return K14 and K13.

4. Simulation Result and Discussion
4.1. Experimental Result

The DFA on AES based on the Dcor fault model was discussed in this work, and it was
implemented using Dev–C++ on a PC with a 3.20 GHz Intel processor and 16 GB of RAM.
The experimental results showed that the Dcor fault model could improve the cracking
efficiency of AES.

As shown in Table 4, we summarized DFA on AES and contrasted the multi–byte fault
models in terms of the number of PCFCs, the depth of fault injection, and the application
of the models. Although alternative fault models can be used to break AES [22], they are
not fixed, with M1 having a limit of eight–byte faults and M2 having a limit of twelve–byte
faults. In [22], M1 is used to break AES, while the Dcor fault model requires fewer PCFCs
and thorough searches for AES–192 and 256. While the multi–byte fault models used
in [13,21,26] have not been expanded to include more AES variations, the Dcor fault model
proposed can be utilized to recover three different AES versions.

Additionally, the depth of the fault injection is another factor in cracking AES. In
Table 4, such as [19], two variants were cracked of AES by injecting faults between R–2
and R−3. Another paper [13] induced faults at K9 for AES–128 and at KR−1 and KR−2 for
AES–192 and AES–256. The location of the fault induced at SR−2 with the Dcor model
proposed in this paper does not require changing the fault induction conditions, such as
voltage and frequency. Considering the required PCFCs and model scalability, we propose
that the Dcor model is more efficient and applicable to all forms of AES.
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Table 4. Comparison with existing DFA on AES.

Type Ref Fault Model Fault Round No. of Faults Exhaustive Search

AES–128

[13] Dcor 9 2 1

[21]
M0 Between 7 and 8 4 1
M1 Between 7 and 8 2 1
M2 Between 7 and 8 1 1

[22]
M1 Between 7 and 8 2 1
M2 Between 7 and 8 3 1

[26] Multi–fault 9 ≈2.17 1

Our work Dcor 8 2 1

AES–192

[19]
Method1 10 and 11 12 1
Method2 10 and 11 ≈3000 1

[22]
M1 Between 9 and 10 2 28

M2 Between 9 and 10 3 232

Our work Dcor 10 2 1

AES–256

[19]
Method1 12 and 13 12 1
Method2 12 and 13 ≈3000 1

[22]
M1 Between 11 and 12 3 232

M2 Between 11 and 12 4 1

Our work Dcor 12
2
3
4

232

216

1

4.2. Result Discussion

Accounting for the fault model, a two–byte fault model (Dcor fault model) is proposed
to break AES. Especially, for AES–192, two faulty ciphertexts are required, the penultimate
round data (S12) is unpredictable when the last round–key (K12) is indistinct. However,
after obtaining the K12, the decryption operation is performed to recover S12. Additionally,
observe the fault in S11, two columns (eight–byte) are corrupted by a and b (or a’ and b’),
eight related equations are listed and there are six unknown values (including four values
of round–key and two fault values), thus the only solution is determinable. For AES–256,
since the final two round–keys in AES–256 are independent of one another, two additional
fault ciphertexts are necessary. Thus, the key schedule cannot be used to acquire more
equations when cracking AES–256.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents an efficient DFA for AES using a two–byte fault induced in the
state SR−2 with discontiguous rows (Dcor fault model). The proposed method can retrieve
the AES–128, 192, and 256 with two, two, and four pairs of correct and fault ciphertexts
(PCFCs), respectively. Furthermore, when considering the exhaustive searches for AES–256,
it is possible to extract AES–256 using two (or three) PCFCs and 232 (or 216) exhaustive
searches. Compared with these existing multi–byte fault models, the Dcor fault model
proposed needs fewer PCFCs and reduces the exhaustive searches of keys when using
identical PCFCs.

The Dcor fault model could be extended to additional SPN ciphers like RC6 and SM4,
which will be the subject of our future study, even if it only pertains to AES in this paper.
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